NOTE: SEE PM-6 FOR DETAILS OF THRU ARROW.

SEE SHEET PM-1

SEE DETAIL D

SEE DETAIL A

SEE DETAIL B

SEE DETAIL C

SEE DETAIL E

SEE DETAIL F

NOT A STRIPE

6" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

NOT A STRIPE

6" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

12" DETAIL YELLOW

12" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

6" DETAIL WHITE
(2' STRIPE 12' GAP)

6" DETAIL WHITE
(2' STRIPE 12' GAP)

18" YELLOW 45°
DIAGONAL DETAIL @ 20'-0" ON CENTER

SEE DETAIL "D"

18" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

12" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

NOTE: VARIABLE (24" MAXIMUM)

DOUBLE TWO-WAY YELLOW REFLECTIVE RAISED MARKERS @ 20'-0" ON CENTER

TWO-WAY YELLOW REFLECTIVE RAISED MARKERS @ 12" ON CENTER ON 45° DIAGONAL

TWO-WAY YELLOW REFLECTIVE RAISED MARKERS @ 20'-0" ON CENTER

6" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

6" DETAIL WHITE
12' STRIPE 12' GAP

MED-CLEAR REFLECTIVE RAISED MARKERS

MED-CLEAR REFLECTIVE RAISED MARKERS

6" DETAIL YELLOW

6" DETAIL YELLOW

6" DETAIL YELLOW

6" DETAIL YELLOW